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Natalie was reticent to say anything. On the other hand, Shane nodded his head before
replying, “We’ll be taking the wedding photos soon.”

“I see. I’ll handle the guest invites and things like that. You guys can just focus on taking the
wedding photos.” Joyce had a smug look on her face.

Amused by her response, Mrs. Wilson let out a chuckle. “Yeah, you can leave those things to
us.”

“Alright then. I’ll leave you guys to it.”

Subsequently, the crowd continued to powwow about the wedding ceremony as they ate.

However, Natalie was taciturn the whole time.

She felt that it was infructuous for her to chime in the conversation.

I’ll just let Joyce and Mrs. Wilson do the talking.

Besides, they probably won’t change much about the arrangements of the wedding
ceremony since we already have a wedding planner.

Later on, Shane and Natalie went to shoot their wedding photos.
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Shane picked out various types of wedding dresses for Natalie to try on. The wedding
dresses that he chose included classic and modern wedding dresses, as well as wedding
dresses from the middle ages.

With that said, Natalie spent half the day changing into different wedding dresses.

When Natalie was removing her makeup in the dressing room, Silas suddenly came into the
room.

“Mr. Shane, Madam.”

“What’s the matter?” Shane was helping Natalie to remove her makeup using cotton wool.

Meanwhile, Natalie had a satisfied look on her face.

Glancing at her face, Silas was hesitant to say anything.

Miffed, Shane stopped what he was doing and queried, “What is it that you want to say?
Just spit it out.”

“It’s about Lucy…” replied Silas.

Upon hearing the name “Lucy”, Natalie widened her eyes.

Lucy’s here just like Joyce said she would be.

“Who?” asked Shane.

“You forgot? She’s the one who saved your life,” answered Natalie.

Having pondered on it for a while, Shane responded “Oh, it’s her.”

“Yes,” replied Silas.

Shane put aside the cotton wool before uttering, “I thought I told you to give either a house
or some money to the Rivers family to repay their kindness. So why is Lucy here now?”
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Silas let out a wry smile. “I did pay a visit to the Rivers residence. However, nobody was
home when I arrived. According to the villagers, Lucy’s parents were away on some work.
Lucy was also seen leaving the house with her luggage not long after. They told me that the
house had been empty for two days. Originally, I was going to send someone to locate Lucy.
Who knew that she would come to us instead?”

“She was able to find the location of Thompson Group?” Natalie raised her eyebrows.

“Yes. The location of Thompson Group is common knowledge nowadays.”

Natalie queried, “When Lucy arrived at Thompson group just now, did she mention anything
about saving Shane’s life?”

Upon hearing Natalie’s words, Shane narrowed his eyes.

Truth be told, there would always be spies planted in big enterprises. This much is to be
expected in the business world.

For instance, Thompson Group had planted spies in other enterprises. So, it wouldn’t be
weird to assume that the other enterprises had planted their spies in Thompson Group as
well.

If Lucy was to reveal to the people in Thompson Group that she saved Shane’s life, the spies
would catch wind of it and target her when she moves to the other enterprises. They will use
her to get to Shane since they know that he wouldn’t be so callous as to let his savior die.
And when that happens, all the other enterprises will work together to bring down
Thompson Group.

Not even the great Thompson Group can come out unscathed if the other enterprises
decide to cooperate with each other.

In any case, I really hope that Lucy won’t reveal too much to the people in the company. If
anything bad happens to Thompson Group, it would impinge on her as well.
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